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Periodization training definition
Very rarely is anything truly new in the strength training world, especially when it comes to programming. Yes, methods change and the industry perpetually matures, but the fundamental programming pillars that started in the strength world still hold it up today. (After all, the concept of linear progressive overload may go back to ancient times.)
The progression within these pillars is what most deem as new, there will always be tweaking to match niches, demands, and needs – and that’s a good thing. The constant evolution of training styles and methods is what keeps the industry from stagnation. At times it can be overwhelming with all of the different strength training methods out there,
but if you sit back and research, you’ll realize that has some real benefits. First, it gives us options to choose from; options allow us to try and find the optimal program for our training needs. Second, it allows us to understand why different professionals program the way they do. The next time you read something like 5/3/1, think about why Jim
Wendler may have chosen the sets, exercises, and reps the way he did. Lastly, it makes us learn, and although this task can be a big ask, the payoff is always personal growth. My guess is, if you’re looking for a specific training adaptation, it’s been tried and tested before. To help you out, we’ve taken the 3 most commonly used forms of strength
training periodization and broken down the what, whys, and whens. Chances are, you’ve been doing these your whole strength training career — you may just not have realized it. History of Periodization Our general understanding of periodization is largely built upon Hans Selye’s general adaptation syndrome (GAS) theory from roughly 1950. This
theory points out the three phases the body undergoes when experiencing a new stimulus. These phases are: alarm, resistance, and exhaustion. Alarm: The initial shock of a stimulus; an example would be the excessive soreness you feel at the beginning of new programs. Resistance: The adaptation to the stimulus; this is where we begin to get better
at handling the workload and progress in a program. Exhaustion: The decrease from overstimulation; an example of this would be overtraining, or overreaching. The whole point is to remain in the resistance stage; in this stage, the body performs optimally (or closer to it). Every form of periodization is a different method to prolong the resistance
stage. How we choose to go about this is dependent on our training history, activity, and goals. Another contributor to periodization theory was an army physician named Thomas L. Delorne. In 1945, Delorne found himself in a dilemma: he needed to create a means to properly rehab soldiers’ injured from the Second World War. In the 1940s, physical
rehab methods were lengthy and had a tough time accounting for the needs of injured soldiers, thus leading Delorne to experiment with a progressive load method. By 1948, Delorne had refined his methods and found success in doing so. His patients rehabbed quicker and more efficiently. Time Frames in Periodization Periodization has various cycles
that are classified by amounts of time: macro (annual), meso (weeks to months), and mico (workouts, days, weekly). Below is a diagram that illustrates an example timeline of different training cycles in relation to one another. 1. Linear Periodization What is linear periodization? Linear periodization is the most commonly used style of training, and it’s
probably the style you did naturally when you first started lifting. This form of periodization is described as a training plan that gradually increases intensity and decreases volume throughout multiple mesocycles in an annual training plan. Why should I use it? Linear periodization is a great for building a strong foundation, progressing in one
variable, and working towards a peaking point. This programming style is useful for those who are newer to training, and while that point can be argued, it’s definitely the easiest periodization style to understand, thus my reasoning. When should I use linear periodization? 1. Peaking point: Since linear periodization is written for an annual training
plan, it’s easy to cater this training style to a slow progressive peak. For example, if you have a marathon in February, you’d start your program around April-May and slowly work towards peaking in February while avoiding burnout. 2. Beginner: Most beginners need to build a strong foundation before they can try advanced training styles. Linear
periodization is a great way to slowly build a base without losing focus on what’s important – building your foundation. 3. Short seasons: Athletes with short seasons who have one or very few competitions close to each other benefit with linear training. This allows a slow buildup to their peak or competition. 2. Non-Linear/Undulated Periodization
What is non-linear/undulated periodization? Non-linear and undulated periodization rely on constant change in stimuli throughout training cycles. As opposed to a linear periodization that focuses on gradual increase of one variable, this style manipulates multiple variables like exercises, volume, intensity, and training adaptation on a frequent basis.
The time frame for these manipulations can be daily, weekly, or even bi-weekly. Non-linear periodization is more advanced than linear and incorporates multiple types of stimuli into a training program. Why should I use it? Non-linear periodization is an excellent way of individually training one variable and secondarily training others at the same
time. It’s often used for those with advanced training backgrounds and longer sport seasons. For example, think about a program that has you train strength one day, then power two days later – this is non-linear. When should I use it? 1. Advanced trainees: Someone who has a mature training age (2+> years) can benefit from the constant
manipulation of variables for various training adaptations. For example, focusing on hypertrophy one day, then aiming for strength the next. The reason we say advanced is because an advanced trainee will have an existing strength base to build upon. 2. Longer sport seasons: Athletes who have longer seasons will benefit by changing up variables
more frequently. For example, an athlete in the peak of their season has multiple needs to perform optimally. By changing the focuses from something like hypertrophy to power, you can help prevent burnout within one variable, such as CNS fatigue from too much power training. 3. Block Periodization What is block periodization? Block periodization
is arguably the “newest” periodization style. The concept of block periodization focuses on breaking down specific training periods into 2-4 week periods. Each block encompasses three different stages: accumulation (50-75% intensity), transmutation (75-90% intensity), and realization (90%> intensity). The goal behind these smaller, specific blocks is
to allow an athlete to stay at their peak level longer. Since most sports have longer durations and call for multiple peaks, block periodization is often prescribed. Within the training season, athletes will only focus on adaptations they need specifically for their sport, if an athlete doesn’t need endurance, they won’t train for it. Why should I use it? When
trying to maintain a high level of athleticism for competition over an extended amount of time, block can be a great tool. By frequently training specific training adaptations you work towards progressing in your sport with the variable you need, and avoid burning out. When should I use block periodization? Multiple peaks: Sports that require an
athlete to peak multiple times during a season – aka multiple competitions/games a year – can benefit from block training. The most important variable is accounting for the athlete’s needs and the rotation of blocks to allow optimal performance. Give two athletes of the same sport the same task. One athlete may be able to repeat this task again and
again without issue. The other may be unable to complete this task even once. The concept of periodization for athletics is not a new concept, but its usage is of fundamental importance to anyone looking to make systematic improvements in their training and involve the often-forgotten variable of individualization. READ MORE: Understanding
Periodization: A Guide for Coaches and Programmers What Does Periodization Mean? Periodization is defined as the “long-term cyclic structuring of training and practice to maximize performance to coincide with important competitions.”1 Simply, it is the program design strategy that governs planned, systematic variations in training specificity,
intensity, and volume. The goal with periodization is to maximize your gains while also reducing your risk of injury and the staleness of the protocol over the long term. It also addresses peak performance for competition or meets. Periodization, if appropriately arranged, can peak the athlete multiple times over a competitive season (Olympic
weightlifting, powerlifting, track and field) or optimize an athlete’s performance over an entire competitive season like with soccer or basketball. Think of periodization as a continuum. When we desire a specific training objective, such as an increase in vertical jumping ability or an increase in 1RM squat strength, it does not matter what phase the
training is in. Rather, we should focus our energy on the training stimulation being applied during this objective, and ensure it features extensive repetitions and volume without the chance of different stimulation that would disrupt the adaptation changes taking place. "The goal with periodization is to maximize your gains while also reducing your
risk of injury and the staleness of the protocol over the long term." An intelligently designed training year will encompass smaller blocks of time that each has its own goals or priorities. This type of overall schedule will encompass all of the aspects of the athlete’s programming and can include strength training, conditioning, plyometrics, and sportspecific activities. Why Do You Need Periodization? There are numerous proven benefits to utilizing a form of periodization for your planned progression: Management of fatigue, reducing risk of over-training by managing factors such as load, intensity, and recovery The cyclic structure maximizes both general preparation and specific preparation for
sport. Ability to optimize performance over a specific period of time Accounting for the individual, including time constraints, training age and status, and environmental factors. As we move forward it will be helpful to understand the basic structuring of a periodization cycle. See the graph below for a simple breakdown: Semantics causes problems in
understanding periodization. You could have two individuals yelling at each other in a conversation about periodization where one is comparing “block periodization” to some form of “linear periodization” or someone else is comparing “conjugate method” with “concurrent periodization.” The problem with both of these examples is that linear and
block are the same foundational concept, as is the case with conjugate and concurrent. The underlining goal for any serious competitor is understanding that you cannot say periodization is one way. It has many different profiles and progressions. RELATED: Block Periodization Versus Linear Periodization: Which Is Better? Traditional Model: Linear
Periodization The traditional model in the classical sense is simply making changes in both volume and intensity across multiple mesocycles. This model is most appropriate for beginner strength athletes or an athlete’s general preparation for sport. This model provides a concurrent development of strength, respiratory, and technical abilities. This
model is characterized by longer training periods, less reliance on super compensation, and a focus of more general training over specific. The model lays out planned progression in the following way: The phases involved are a General Preparatory Phase (GPP), Special Preparatory Phase (SPP), Competition Phase (C), and Transition Phase (T). The
benefits to using this form of periodization are an overall development of multiple qualities that are important to performance, as well as a way of being able to focus more on the general overall training effect of strength development. That being said, traditional modeling has proven unable to provide a multi-peaking approach to in-season
performance or sufficient training stimuli to help intermediate-to-high level athlete’s progress. This is mainly due to its “mixed” or simultaneous development of motor abilities and skills. RELATED: Linear vs. Nonlinear Periodization: Which Is Better? Non-Traditional Model: Undulation The non-traditional model of periodization, referred to as
undulating, has gained traction in recent years. The undulating design is based on the concept of Hans Seyle’s General Adaptation Syndrome. G.A.S. explains the way your body restores itself to balance, or homeostasis, when faced with stressors. With undulating design, there is enough variation in stressors to continually make progress without
allowing your body to fully adapt to all the stressors taking place. All this while still accounting for the recovery or restoration needed. In undulating design, the stimulus is varied either within a weekly model (WUP) or in daily undulating periodization (DUP) where daily changes are made to either volume or intensity. Studies like the Rhea study in
2002 have shown this modeling can be more favorable for increases in strength gains than in typical linear modeling in well-trained athletes.2 This study also purported that DUP may be more beneficial for elite athletes as it helps them avoid the dreaded plateau effect that can happen in well-trained lifters. DUP modeling has also showed a favorable
increase in strength gains and CNS adaptation without the added muscle mass, which could benefit athletes in groups where weight classes are of importance. More research needs to be done in this area. One of my mentors, Dr. Zourdos, is helping to lead this charge with multiple studies currently in review.5 "With undulating design, there is enough
variation in stressors to continually make progress without allowing your body to fully adapt to all the stressors taking place." Advanced Model: Conjugate Sequence/Block Periodization Lastly, we need to begin an understanding of the conjugate sequence model, or the model more commonly known as block periodization. This advanced concept model
was introduced by noted strength professor Yuri Verkoshansky. Many individuals confuse this approach with the Westside Barbell system, or conjugate method, developed by Louie Simmons. Verkoshansky has stated on numerous occasions that Louie took different concepts from different systems, and simply used the term conjugate to mean a
marrying of training concepts, or a running of these concepts concurrently. He did not use the original conjugate sequence system itself as designed by Verkoshanky. There is a reason why, but that is better suited for another article. Block periodization, or the conjugate sequence, was originally developed by Verkoshansky for Olympic athletes, i.e.
the most elite-athletes on the planet. It consists of a two-block design, accumulation and restitution. In the accumulation blocks, the focus is directed toward supporting motor abilities while simultaneously developing certain strength qualities necessary for the athlete with a limited volume load. The restitution block is essentially the opposite. They
support strength qualities in the athlete, while addressing the development of specific, technical motor qualities with a limited volume load. These training loads must target different abilities (max-strength, explosive strength, max anaerobic power, etc.). "Block periodization, or the conjugate sequence, was originally developed by Verkoshansky for
Olympic athletes, i.e. the most elite-athletes on the planet." Basically, in the accumulation block we are looking for unilateral concentrated loading of strength qualities. This unilateral increase in concentration of loading will allow specific systems to achieve a higher level of stress. This, as we know already, is needed for further adaptation to take
place in elite level athletes. While you are focused on this, you are also training to keep the motor abilities necessary for your sport. In the restitution blocks, we are flipping it around. We are looking to support the strength qualities developed in the athlete while improving the technical motor qualities that are needed for the athlete’s sport. Putting It
All Together Start simply. If you have been training consistently for less than two years, you are a beginner in training age. Start with the traditional model and assess the progress and variations within that model. In other words, exhaust your ability to continually make progressive changes to your strength without seeing a decrease in performance
or plateau effect. A basic example of a linear periodization setup is the popular five sets of five repetitions on core exercises such as squat, bench, deadlift, and power clean. Add five pounds for upper body movements or ten pounds for lower body movements every training session in a progressive fashion until plateau. Reset and begin again. If you
are an intermediate trainee, then look at some form of the undulating periodization model and its progressions. You could undulate your training intensities or volume on a weekly or daily basis. For instance, utilizing the squat exercise for hypertrophy within the first phase of your undulating block, you could do something like this for volume: Week 1:
Squat, 3 Sets X 12 Reps Week 2: Squat, 4 Sets X 8 Reps Week 3: Squat, 5 Sets X 6 Reps Week 4: Squat, 3 Sets X 5 Reps From there, you could move into a strength block using 6/4/2 for example. Then, if you had a competition on the horizon, you can move into a power block. If no competition is near, you could go into another hypertrophy block.
Rinse and repeat. Just make sure you are adjusting volume as intensity goes up. These two things have an inverse relationship. RELATED: 3 Keys to Successfully Peaking for an Event This article is not really geared towards the advanced-level athlete so there is no need at this point to lay something out using the conjugate sequence system. Most
trainees fall into the first two categories I have mentioned, and there is more than enough to concern yourself with in those categories. Putting Periodization Into Practice Periodization has stood the test of time for the simple fact that there are so many progressions and ways to structure your training so that you can be at your best when it matters
most. Failing to utilize any form of periodization for your training could lead to overtraining, failure to recover appropriately for progression, and the inability to see the progress you deserve from the time you put into training. If you are interested in learning more about periodization theory and concepts you can check out the works by Tudor Bompa,
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